Ford suspension diagram

The diagrams are from the steering wheel, steering column and down to the suspension link up
and steering linkages. The powered steering ram is shown on the more complex diagram at the
bottom. There are the 6 and v8 versions of the diagrams here. Do you happen to have torque
specifications for the front end suspension on the 69? I have ordered new upper and lower
control arms, linkages etc and want to install them at proper spec. The kit is made to factory
spec but does not include instructions. Like Liked by 1 person. I think the only way to get them
is to get a workshop manual of some sort. Thanks for stopping by. Like Like. Hey you are doing
great work. Thank you, very useful information for all of us! I read that you are missing some
manuals. Maybe I can help out. Send me an email if you are interested. Best regards. Do you
have a good diagram of how a factory steering column mates to a factory non-power steering
box on a 66 Mustang? I have a non-functioning, non-factory setup and I need to get back to
original. Your first image here â€” comet-fairlane with power steering. From what shop manual
did you pull that what years does that include? Hi, i dont own all the manuals myself
unfortunately. All the diagrams I found on forums, articles and a lot mouse cl8cks trying to find
what i needed, in a couple of cases tweaked myself. As far as i know and what i can find, this
set of diagrams is perhaps the only collated set like this for a 66 Mustang. I hope I am wrong on
that though. I spent a good few hours tracking them down so i thought I would be good to the
community and share the knowledge. I have reviewed a number of workshop manuals that i own
which may help you. Most of them seem to be 64 â€” 73 years. The more years it covers the less
specific they can be I found. I am needing nuts and bolts to put front suspension back together
on 65 mustang fastback. It was a salvage yard find by my Dad who has since passed. I would
like to be able to roll it around to get it out of the weather. I have majority of the parts but have
no idea what size or length of bolts I need to button it up. Thanks, any help would be much
appreciated. Enjoy your articles and diagrams. Or you can email Adam mustangmaniac. I like
the way the photo illustrates the diagram, even for a layman like me. Pays to step out of ones
frame of reference occasionally. Carry on! Thanks for the comment Brad. Dodge, Chevy,
Lincoln, Oldsmobile etc all made some truly wonderful looking cars. Wondered if I am missing
something. Thanks for all the photos. Big help. Hi, thanks for stopping by. The steering box rod
goes up the centre of the column to the steering wheel. The column is only there to keep the rod
centred and protected. The diagrams are beautiful in their way. I think a week or two at your
shop would be like having a good schooling experience. Thanks, but however many books you
read, nothing beats the hands on experience I got with the guys at Mustang Maniac. I dont see a
rag joint. Hi, I am assuming you mean the outer column. At the bottom there is a rubber
grommet that pushes into the end. The grommet opening is the same size as the steering shaft.
The column will pull away from the box. Mine had 50 years of grime and all sorts caked around
it and was a bit tight. You will obviously have to remove the steering wheel, the indicator stalk,
and all the inside parts and wiring. A clamp under the dash also holds the column in place via
two bolts which also secures part of the pedal assembly. With everything undone a twist back
and forth should crack the seal open and allow you to pull the column up. A tip for you: if the
inside was anything like mine then it will have grease everywhere. Hope that helps. I did a little
walk through on removing the steering box which should show the process for you. You are
commenting using your WordPress. You are commenting using your Google account. You are
commenting using your Twitter account. You are commenting using your Facebook account.
Notify me of new comments via email. Notify me of new posts via email. This site uses Akismet
to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Please enter your email address
to follow my blog and receive notifications of new posts by email. Email Address:. Follow my
blog. One Man And His Mustang. Skip to content. Like this: Like Loading January 6, at pm.
Excellent work sir! One man and his Mustang says:. January 7, at am. Max says:. June 22, at
pm. Best regards Like Liked by 1 person. July 9, at pm. Thank you. Jason says:. April 29, at pm.
Kevin Shields says:. July 23, at am. July 23, at pm. Ron Watts says:. March 11, at pm. Ron Like
Liked by 1 person. Brad Nixon says:. January 23, at am. January 23, at pm. Melinda Wilde says:.
November 21, at pm. August 26, at pm. February 26, at pm. I dont see a rag joint Like Liked by 1
person. Please leave me a Reply or Comment. Cancel reply Enter your comment here Fill in your
details below or click an icon to log in:. Email required Address never made public. Name
required. Search for:. Began 17 Sept - Driven 21 Feb I have been proud to have received Blogger
Awards in the past, and I honestly thank all those people that considered my blog worthy. I shall
respectfully decline from taking part in these awards going forward, as your visit s to my Blog
are reward enough for me. Click to enlarge. It all started 17th Sept Create a website or blog at
WordPress. Add your thoughts here Email Required Name Required Website. Post was not sent
- check your email addresses! Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email. Oem ford fusion
front suspension parts bluespringsfordparts com ford fusion alignment spec 13 oem ford fusion
front suspension parts bluespringsfordparts com mazda 6 and ford fusion front control arm

replacement how to. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by
email. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
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Questions. Whatever you are, we aim to bring the material that matches just what you are
seeking. You might come from a search engine, after that discover this site. This subject is a
great deal of individuals browsing online, for that reason we collect photos from different
reliable sources as well as recognize in their field. The outcomes of the gathering are uploaded
on this site. Right here are several of the top drawings we obtain from different resources, we
hope these images will be useful to you, and also hopefully really appropriate to what you
desire regarding the Ford Explorer Front Suspension Diagram is. This picture we have
filteringed system from good create the best image, yet what do you think? We want to make a
website beneficial for many individuals. If the picture over is not very clear, please click the
image you intend to increase the size of, after that you will certainly be taken to another page to
display a more clear and also bigger picture, you will certainly also be presented info from
gambvar. At the end of this web site there is also a Ford Explorer Front Suspension Diagram
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to install them at proper spec. The kit is made to factory spec but does not include instructions.
Like Liked by 1 person. I think the only way to get them is to get a workshop manual of some
sort. Thanks for stopping by. Like Like. Hey you are doing great work. Thank you, very useful
information for all of us! I read that you are missing some manuals. Maybe I can help out. Send
me an email if you are interested. Best regards. Do you have a good diagram of how a factory
steering column mates to a factory non-power steering box on a 66 Mustang? I have a
non-functioning, non-factory setup and I need to get back to original. Your first image here â€”
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forums, articles and a lot mouse cl8cks trying to find what i needed, in a couple of cases
tweaked myself. As far as i know and what i can find, this set of diagrams is perhaps the only
collated set like this for a 66 Mustang. I hope I am wrong on that though. I spent a good few
hours tracking them down so i thought I would be good to the community and share the
knowledge. I have reviewed a number of workshop manuals that i own which may help you.
Most of them seem to be 64 â€” 73 years. The more years it covers the less specific they can be
I found. I am needing nuts and bolts to put front suspension back together on 65 mustang
fastback. It was a salvage yard find by my Dad who has since passed. I would like to be able to
roll it around to get it out of the weather. I have majority of the parts but have no idea what size
or length of bolts I need to button it up. Thanks, any help would be much appreciated. Enjoy
your articles and diagrams. Or you can email Adam mustangmaniac. I like the way the photo
illustrates the diagram, even for a layman like me. Pays to step out of ones frame of reference
occasionally. Carry on! Thanks for the comment Brad. Dodge, Chevy, Lincoln, Oldsmobile etc
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from the box. Mine had 50 years of grime and all sorts caked around it and was a bit tight. You
will obviously have to remove the steering wheel, the indicator stalk, and all the inside parts and
wiring. A clamp under the dash also holds the column in place via two bolts which also secures
part of the pedal assembly. With everything undone a twist back and forth should crack the seal
open and allow you to pull the column up. A tip for you: if the inside was anything like mine
then it will have grease everywhere. Hope that helps. I did a little walk through on removing the
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Cast. Hanger, Front; RH; Cast. CF Series. Hanger, Rear; Cast; LH. Hanger, Rear; Cast; RH.
Stamped Hangers. Bracket, Helper. Shock Absorber. See Shocks. Find Spring. Assembly,
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use. For as many years as I can remember, Ford Super Duty pickups have ruled the roost when

it came to heavy-duty towing and hauling. Off-road performance, on the other hand, has been
left to the aftermarket. Ram has rightly been able to point at its Power Wagon and underline how
much more seriously Ram takes off-road performance in the heavy-duty pickup segment. The
Ford Super Duty pickup order guide has a new line item called 17Y, the Tremor off-road
package. Unlike the Ram only Power Wagon , the Tremor is available in F or F form, and the
engine lineup goes beyond gasoline to also include diesel. Any variety of Tremor can tow and
haul more than the Power Wagon, too. Quite a bit more, in some cases. But nothing is stopping
me from getting a head start on that question by taking the wheels off and having a look-see in
my own driveway for the latest suspension deep dive. For the record, this is an F Tremor with
the optional 6. But we can see a clue that gives away its existence: a massive radius arm green
arrow that controls its position in space. The nose of a Tremor stands 2 inches higher than a
regular F A half inch of that comes from these Tremor-specific springs that sit directly atop the
axle. The remaining 1. But the magic is hidden inside. These have a larger diameter that
accommodates a mm piston instead of the usual mm one. The bigger piston makes them more
sensitive to small motions, and it gives them the capacity to generate the larger damping forces
necessary to control heavy off-road impacts. But the most significant benefit may be the extra
oil volume that allows them to better stand up to extended running on relentless washboard
roads. Here you can see both radius arms in action. I like to draw a distinction between arms
and links. These two arms do the work of four links. This tendency becomes less significant as
you make the arms longer. Also, precise caster control is less important here. This is a 4x4
truck, not a sports car. These are twin-tube shock absorbers, but they look odd. Most shocks of
this type neck down toward the mounting eye, but these bulge out. The reason is crucial to the
potential off-road success of the Tremor. Inside there are hydraulic compression and rebound
end stops that give them position-sensitive damping. This move improves articulation, but it
also shows that the Tremor is less committed to pure boulder-hopping than the Power Wagon ,
which has a fully disconnectable stabilizer bar. That something is the bump stop and its landing
pad red on the axle housing. I supported the truck by the axle on this side so the suspension is
compressed slightly more than usual, not hanging free. This panhard rod red is the fifth link that
keeps the axle from moving side to side. The Pitman arm moves the drag link also yellow left
and right when you turn the steering, which in turn compresses or extends the steering
stabilizer green , a shock absorber that smooths out the steering. The drag link yellow attaches
to the right front hub, which then transmits the signal to the left front hub through a long tie rod
green. The cool part here is how the drag link and tie rod share a common axis white line and
pivot point. The drag link is quite a bit longer than the panhard bar red , a difference that means
both will swing through different arcs. A driver might have to input a steering correction during
extreme travel events. Alignment adjustments are easy here. Loosen the drag link clamps blue
to center the steering wheel. One side has left-hand threads and the other has right-hand
threads, so you simply turn the middle part to make changes. Likewise, toe-in adjustments are
made by loosening the clamps on the tie rod black , then rotate the center section to lengthen or
shorten it as necessary. Why u-joints instead of constant-velocity CV joints? This is a vacuum
line that supplies the automatic locking front hub. All that represents a lot of unnecessary wear
and fuel waste. Auto-locking front hubs grew out of that, but the pure mechanical ones used
drive torque to ratchet themselves into the locked position when 4x4 was engaged inside the
cab. This was great for convenience sake, but the approach meant that they could unlock going
downhill in engine braking situations. These vacuum-operated auto-locking hubs get around
that because engine vacuum does the job, not drive torque. When engaged, they can transmit
drive torque when powering uphill or when engine braking downhill. Vacuum is automatically
applied and sustained to lock the front hubs when you select four-wheel in the cab and is
removed to unlock the hubs when you switch back to two-wheel drive. What if the vacuum
system leaks? You can get out and manually lock them like grandpa used to do. Just remember
to get out and manually set them back to Auto when you shift back into two-wheel drive. Most
newer 4x4s Like Tacomas and 4Runners and countless others with independent front
suspension have permanent locked hubs with no dial or mechanism whatsoever at this end, so
they can transmit front-drive torque in both directions just like these do. Instead, they connect
and disconnect the front axle inside the front differential housing. Same size, same hefty rotors.
At the rear we can see a massive leaf spring pack yellow and eight bolts green that signify this
as a full-floating axle. Full-floaters are found on all F and F rear axles, and the cool thing about
this type is that you can replace a broken axle shaft with the truck still standing on its tires by
removing these eight bolts. Both the spring pack and the axle we see here play a role in that.
The package includes a beefier axle and this Fesque spring package. A gasoline-powered F
Tremor would have a less beefy but still beefy rear axle and a very different spring pack. Both
would have a helper spring green that gives the pack a progressive rate, but the dimensions of

each are different. Finally, and most obviously, the diesel F Tremor has an added overload
spring red that is absent on the gasoline F Tremor. What does this mean for the gasoline F
Tremor? With less focus on trailer towing than the F Tremor diesel or any F Tremor , it might
mean better off-road articulation and will almost certainly deliver a smoother unladen ride. This
amped-up suspension supports higher tow ratings, but you have to use a fifth-wheel or
gooseneck hitch to get there. A more likely advantage may be the ability to haul more firewood
in the bed while towing your 15,pound conventional trailer. For the record, this F diesel Tremor
and its high-capacity suspension has a payload of 2, pounds. The marquee Tremor payload of 4,
pounds is an F with the lighter gasoline engine and a beefier version of the high-capacity
suspension that makes an F an F The bump stop green is unchanged on a Tremor, but the
spring block that raises the suspension has a hidden landing platform that makes it work out
right. All trucks with leaf springs will have staggered shocks that go in opposite directions
green to lessen the tendency for axle wrap and axle hop. As such, they are best at taming
vertical motions. But, again, this is a heavy-duty pickup, not a sports car. The front half of a leaf
spring is also a control arm that defines the fore-aft position of the axle. For this reason, the
shape of the forward eye of the main leaf matters more than you might think. This is a Berlin
eye, in which the wrap persists until the leaf lines up with the pivot bolt. A standard eye would
wrap straight off the bottom. A standard eye unrolls and lengthens the main leaf when the
spring is compressed, and that moves the axle back. A gasoline F Tremor will have one fewer
leaf in the main pack, no overload spring, and four empty holes instead of that landing pad.
Side-to-side and up-down, definitely, but not fore-aft. The main spring leaves are separated by
nylon pads yellow to reduce the friction that would result if they were allowed to touch. There
are central spacers near the middle, so the goal is no touching along their entire length. Like we
saw up front, the rear brakes employ two-piston sliding calipers. The rotors have the same
diameter and appear to have the same thickness as the fronts, which says a lot about the heavy
loads associated with heavy-duty towing and hauling. Each one weighs 89 pounds. The shocks
have the potential to be more effective and possibly more durable than the Bilsteins found on
the Ram, too. However it turns out, I have to applaud the Tremor for giving buyers the choice.
One size has never fit all in the heavy-duty truck world. Contributing writer Dan Edmunds is a
veteran automotive engineer and journalist. Image Credit: Ford. Autoblog accepts vehicle loans
from auto manufacturers with a tank of gas and sometimes insurance for the purpose of
evaluation and editorial content. Like most of the auto news industry, we also sometimes accept
travel, lodging and event access for vehicle drive and news coverage opportunities. Our
opinions and criticism remain our own â€” we do not accept sponsored editorial. We get it. Ads
can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
And thanks for reading Autoblog. Deep Dive. Choosing the gas or diesel engine makes a
difference to the suspension. Dan Edmunds. Share 0 Comments. Image Credit: Autoblog.
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